As deep neural networks (DNNs) are applied to increasingly challenging problems, they will need to be able to represent their own uncertainty. Modeling uncertainty is one of the key features of Bayesian methods. Scalable Bayesian DNNs that use dropout-based variational distributions have recently been proposed. Here we evaluate the ability of Bayesian DNNs trained with Bernoulli or Gaussian distributions over units (dropout) or weights (dropconnect) to represent their own uncertainty at the time of inference through sampling. We tested how well Bayesian fully connected and convolutional DNNs represented their own uncertainty in classifying the MNIST handwritten digits. By adding different levels of Gaussian noise to the test images, we assessed how DNNs represented their uncertainty about regions of input space not covered by the training set. Bayesian DNNs estimated their own uncertainty more accurately than traditional DNNs with a softmax output. These results are important for building better deep learning systems and for investigating the hypothesis that biological neural networks use sampling to represent uncertainty.
INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks (DNNs), particularly convolutional neural networks (CNN), have recently been used to solve complex perceptual and decision tasks (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Mnih et al., 2015; Silver et al., 2016) . However, these models fail to model the uncertainty of their predictions or actions. Although some networks' outputs are probability distributions, these networks deterministically map an input to a probabilistic predictions, but do not model the uncertainty of this mapping. In contrast, Bayesian neural networks (NNs) attempt to learn a distribution over a networks parameters thereby offering uncertainty estimates of their outputs (MacKay, 1992; Neal, 2012) . However, these methods do not scale well due to the difficulty in computing the posterior of the network parameters.
Approximate methods, in particular variational inference, have been used to make Bayesian NNs more tractable (Hinton & Van Camp, 1993; Barber & Bishop, 1998; Graves, 2011; Blundell et al., 2015) . Due in large part to the fact that these methods substantially increase the number of parameters in a network, they have not been applied to large DNNs, such as CNNs. Gal & Ghahramani (2016) and Kingma et al. (2015) bypassed this issue by developing Bayesian CNNs using dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) . Dropout is a widely used regularization technique that during training drops a unit out of the network with a probability p and during inference multiplies the output of each unit by p. A similar technique is dropconnect (Wan et al., 2013) , which drops network connections instead of units. Gal & Ghahramani (2015) detailed how dropping units was equivalent to sampling weights from a Bernoulli-based variational distribution and that in order to make a DNN with dropout Bayesian, sampling should be used during both training and inference. Monte-Carlo (MC) sampling at inference allows a DNN to efficiently model a distribution over its outputs. The uncertainty of a DNN can then be calculated using this probability distribution. By formulating their method as a version of dropout, their Bayesian approach is applicable to most networks that utilize dropout.
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The use of sampling to model the uncertainty of a NN has also been investigated in computational neuroscience. The neural sampling hypothesis states that the activity patterns of biological neural networks represent samples from a learned posterior distribution over interpretations given an input (Fiser et al., 2010) . Restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) (Hinton, 2010) and spiking neural networks with binary stochastic units that perform Bayesian inference have been proposed as models (Buesing et al., 2011; Habenschuss et al., 2013) . Like Bayesian DNNs, these models use the variability of unit activations to represent uncertainty. However, these models do not scale as well to complex tasks as other types of NNs, such as CNNs.
In this paper, we investigate how using MC sampling to model the uncertainty of a network affects a network's predictions. Specifically, we test if using MC sampling improves the calibration of the probabilistic predictions made by Bayesian DNNs with softmax output layers. Unlike previous work, we used variational distributions based on dropout and dropconnect with either Bernoulli or Gaussian sampling during both training and inference. These variational distributions scale extremely well and make the results of this work applicable to a large range of state-of-the-art DNNs.
METHODS

BAYESIAN NEURAL NETWORKS
Artificial neural networks (NNs) can be trained using Bayesian learning by finding the maximum a posteriori (MAP) weights given the training data (D train ) and a prior over the weight matrix
This is usually done by minimizing the mean squared error (MSE) or cross entropy error for either regression or classification, respectively, while using L2 regularization, which corresponds to a Gaussian prior over weights. At inference, the probability of the test data (D test ) is then calculated using only the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the weights (W * ):
However, ideally the full posterior distribution over the weights would be learned instead of just the MLE:
This can be intractable due to both the difficulty in calculating p(D train ) and calculating the joint distribution of a large number of parameters, so p(W |D train ) can be approximated using a variational distribution q(W ). This distribution is constructed to be easy to model and to allow for easy generation of samples. Using variational inference, q(W ) is learned by minimizing:
Monte-Carlo (MC) sampling can then be used to estimate the probability of test data using q(W ):
VARIATIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS
The number and continuous nature of the parameters in DNNs makes sampling from the entire distribution of possible weight matrices computationally challenging. As a result, distributions that are easier to sample from can be used. In the deep learning literature, the most common sampling method is dropout with Bernoulli variables. However, dropconnect, having independently sampled variables for each parameter, and Gaussian variables have also been used. (A visualization of the different methods is shown in Figure 1 .) All of these methods can be formulated as variational distributions where weights are sampled by element-wise multiplying the variational parameters V , the n × n connection matrix with an element for each connection between the n units in the network, by a maskM , which is sampled from some probability distribution. Mathematically, this can be written as:
From this perspective, the difference between dropout and dropconnect as well as Bernoulli and Gaussian methods is simply the probability distribution used to generate the mask sample,M ( 
BERNOULLI DROPCONNECT & DROPOUT
Bernoulli distributions are simple distributions which return a 1 with probability p and 0 with a probability (1 − p). In Bernoulli dropconnect, each element of the mask is sampled independently, som i,j ∼ Bernoulli(p). This setsŵ i,j to v i,j with probability p and 0 with a probability (1 − p). In dropout, however, the weights are not sampled independently. Instead, one Bernoulli variable is sampled for each row of the weight matrix, som i, * ∼ Bernoulli(p).
GAUSSIAN DROPCONNECT & DROPOUT
In Gaussian dropconnect and dropout, the mask is sampled from a normal distribution. As proposed by Srivastava et al. (2014) , we used a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 1 and a standard deviation of (1 − p)/p, which matches the mean and variance of dropout when training time scaling is used. This corresponds to samplingŵ i,j from a Gaussian distribution centered at variational parameter v i,j . In Gaussian dropconnect, each element of the mask is sampled independently, which results inm i,j ∼ N (0, (1 − p)/p). In Gaussian dropout, each element in a row has the same random variable, som i, * ∼ N (0, (1 − p)/p). 
RESULTS
In this paper, we investigate the effects of performing probabilistic inference using MC sampling has on how well a DNN models it's own uncertainty. To test this, we trained several networks differing only in whether no sampling was performed (baseline NN and NN with L2-regularization), sampling was only performed during learning (dropout and dropconnect), or sampling was performed both during training and inference (MC dropout and MC dropconnect). Additionally, we varied the variational distribution used for each network with sampling. The standard probability of p = 0.5 was used for both Bernoulli and Gaussian variational distributions. We trained two groups of DNNs, one with a fully connected (FC) architecture and one with a convolutional architecture, on digit classification using the 28x28 images from the MNIST dataset (LeCun et al., 1998) .
We compared the test classification error, the uncertainty of the softmax output, and the calibration of the softmax output for each level of sampling and variational distribution. The test classification error tells us how well the probability distribution learned by each DNN models the data. The uncertainty tells us how the probability distribution learned by each DNN is distributed across classes, a low entropy means that the probability mass is primarily located at a few labels and a high entropy means that the probability mass is distributed across labels. The calibration tells us how well the probability distribution learned by the DNN models it's own uncertainty (i.e. when an outcome is predicted with probability p, that outcome should occur with probability p given that prediction). To evaluate how calibrated a prediction was, we calculated the MSE between the observed frequency that a prediction of probability p was the correct label and the value of p. We evaluated these three measures for the trained networks on the MNIST test set with noise sampled from Gaussian distributions with varying standard deviations (Figure 3) to not only test how well modelled each network's uncertainty was on the MNIST test set, but also in regions of input space not seen in the training set. 
FULLY CONNECTED NEURAL NETWORKS
First, we trained DNNs with two FC hidden layers, each with 800 units and ReLU non-linearities. For the L2-regularized network, an L2-coefficient of 1e-5 was used for all weights. For Bernoulli and Gaussian dropout, dropout was performed after each FC layer. For Bernoulli and Gaussian dropconnect, every weight was sampled. The classification error of the networks on the MNIST test set is shown in Table 1 . All of the methods with sampling during learning are significantly more accurate than the baseline NN and NN+L2 networks, with the dropconnect-based networks the most accurate. However, MC sampling at inference did not significantly increase the networks' accuracy.
The classification error, uncertainty, and calibration of the learned probability distribution of each network for varying levels of noise are shown in Figure 4 . While not improving accuracy, MC sampling did lead to networks that better represent their own uncertainty. As the noise in the test set was increased, the uncertainty of the networks with MC sampling highly increased, especially when compared to the networks without sampling at inference. This resulted in better calibrated models for all levels of noise.
As can be seen by also taking into account the the calibration curves (Figure 5 ), sampling only during training, especially when using dropout, led to overconfidence through placing too much probability mass on the most predicted label. In particular, sampling only during training resulted in under-confidence for low predicted probabilities and over-confidence for high predicted probabilities. By distributing probability mass over several labels, the DNNs that sampled at inference better represented the uncertainty of their predictions. 
CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
We also trained CNNs with the architecture shown in Table 2 . For the L2-regularized network, an L2-coefficient of 1e-5 was used for all weights. For Bernoulli and Gaussian dropout, dropout was performed after each convolutional layer and after the FC layer. For Bernoulli and Gaussian dropconnect, every weight was sampled. The classification error of the networks on the MNIST test set is shown in Table 3 . Sampling during training significantly increased the accuracy for the all of the networks, but especially for the Gaussian dropout network. However, unlike for the FC networks, the dropout-based methods were more accurate than the dropconnect-based methods. As with the FC networks, MC sampling during inference did not significantly increase the accuracy of the networks.
The classification error, uncertainty, and calibration of the learned probability distribution of each network for varying levels of noise are shown in Figure 6 . As with the FC networks, MC sampling at inference greatly increased the CNNs' ability to estimate their own uncertainty, particularly for inputs that are different from the training set. MC sampling led to increased entropy as inputs became more noisy, which resulted in better calibration. In particular, this is true of both the Bernoulli and Gaussian dropconnect networks, which very accurately represented their uncertainty even for (Figure 7) , not using MC sampling resulted in networks that were under-confident when making low probability predictions and over-confident when making high probability predictions.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we investigated the ability of MC sampling to improve DNNs' ability to model their own uncertainty. We did this by training Bayesian DNNs with either dropconnect or dropout and either Bernoulli or Gaussian sampling. Based on the results, we draw the following main conclusions:
1. Sampling during learning improved a network's ability to represent its own uncertainty MC sampling at inference improved the calibration of a network's predictions. This improvement was particularly large for inputs from outside the training set, which traditional models classified with high confidence despite not being trained on similar inputs. This is an interesting finding for machine learning research, but also for computational neuroscience. Showing that sampling at inference can allow a DNN to better represent its own uncertainty by stochastically varying activation patterns supports the neural sampling hypothesis.
2. Sampling weights independently led to the most accurate FC networks, but sampling units led to the most accurate CNNs
For the FC networks, dropconnect sampling, particularly Gaussian dropconnect, resulted in the most accurate networks. However, dropout sampling led to the most accurate CNNs. A potential cause of this is the large correlation in the information contained by the image patches covered by a convolutional kernel. This could mean that sampling the weights of a kernel does not provide as much regularization as the dropout-based methods.
